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ABSTRACT

Current strategies for measurj-ng the effects of intervention
with multihandicapped infants and. the origins of these strategies
are reviewed. Direct tracking of developing behaviors, primarily
those related to postural control and precursors of ambulation,

offers a useful measurement technique for d.escribing the collrse
of develo;:ment, for curriculum building and for assessing inter-
vention impact. Some of the results of such direct tracking of
motor beh.avior development are presented.



fmproving and eval-uating the effectiveness of programs for

multihandicapped infants rests on the development of an assess-

ment inethorlology that is quantif iab1e, which will allow tracking

of an individual child's course of development over time, and

which is sensitive to the interventions. There is not yet a re-

finecl methoCology which meets these criteria. This review makes

three points about.the development of an adequate assessmenL tech-

noJ-ogy: first, that most infant intervention studies have focuseC

on a "high ri.sk" rather than an established risk populaticn and

thus have used an evaluation strategy which is not adequate for

the multihand.icapped; second, there is a need to add to the know-

ledge about the course of development in multihandicapped chrldren;

and third, there is growing recognition of the value of a quanti-

tative assessment approach to infant development. We will addi-

tionally review some preliminary findinEs from the application

of a quantitative methodology to a muLtihanclicapped infant prograrrr.

Current State of Earlv Intervention

flrere are two major target populations of most infant int,er-
vention programs" The first are the high risk babies who, because

of social disadvantage or compronlising medical conditions are not
expected to develop normally unless special procedures are added
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to their early environment. Ilere the focus is on Preventative
^1 16ra - ar^programmirg, either in the home (Gute1ius et dI., 1972; Karnes,

Teska & Hodgins, 1970) in d.ay care (Caldwel-l, wright & Honig,

1970; Caldwell & Smith, l-97 0) or residential settings (r,odge et

a1., 19?0; Seyegh & Dennis , L965). ahe review of infant Programs

by Horowitz and Paden (1973), which is characteristic of most

infant intervention literature, centers almost entireiy on the

culturally different child.

The other target population includ.es children with single

sensory impairments. Fraiberg's work with blind babies (Fraiberg,

1971; Fraiberg, Snith & Adelson, 1969) and the infant training

programs for the deaf (Hortonr 1958; Miller et al., Lg72) are

characteristic of this work.

Since , fo.x these risk populations, the intervention outcome

is expected to be normal functioni*g, the assessment strategies

focus on cognitive development with the major issues being those

of cognitive constancy and accurate prediction of eventual level

of functionirg, with l-ittIe attentir:n to the process or course

of development (Erickson, 1968; Iloiden, 1972i Starr, 1971). The

most frequent outcome measure among the intervention research re-

viewed by Horowitz and Paden (i973) was I.Q. gain. Unfortunately,
this focus on cogniti're development has predoninated, in assessment

of intervention with physically mulLihand,icapped infants. It is

not unusual that pre and post test scores on a global iniant in-

tel-ligence scale serve as the roeasure of behavior change with these

infants.

The population with which we are concerned are the "established
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risk" infants of Tjossem (1973), those with early identifiable

handicaps reiated to diagnosed med,ical disorders- For these

infants the intervention goal is not to produce normal children

but to help them function at the top of the rarnge determined by

the disability. For these infants the program must center on

those gross and fine motor skilIs culminating in purposeful use

of the hands, postural control and. ambulation. For these goals

an evaluation methodology relying on cognitive funetion is not

useful. Tjossem's discussion of the rationale for intervention

points out some of the questions that assessment procedures must

address. For the established risk population he points out that

we cannot as yet specify which of the many facets in a broad in-

tervention program are the effective change agents, and that we

d,o not, know the best way to sequence these agents to maximize

change. He concludes, "In shortr w€ lack a refined, scientifi-

calIy based. technology of early interventiolt" (Tjossem , L973).

Current Efforts at Tracking Infant Motor Development

Refinement. of behavioral pinpoints. Currently available

procedures for evaluating infant motor development have two fea-

tures which dirninish their value for the multihandicapped. First,

many are designed for cross sectional assessment which places the

child against a normative starrdard. rather than f- r tracking the

coufse of development; second,r oo most scales the behavioral se-

quences leading to the behavioral end product. are not broken down

into steps sma11 enough for the mul-tihandicapped" An additional

characteristic of much of the research is that the data about

a
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development have been plotted in terms of'distributions of scores

on scales rather than charting the behavior itself .

As mentioned above, measurement of cognitive change has

been used in the evaluation of programs for multihandicapped. in-

fants even when the intervention is directed at motor rather

than intellectual development. G1obal development scales such

as the Bayley and the Denver Developrnental Screening Test are

commonly used. Although these are useful in assigning a develop-

mental Ieve1 to the child's current repertoire, they are not

responsive enough to behavior change to provide immediate feed-

back to the therapist or teacher about how the child is progres-

sing toward. the training goa1s. Knowing how a child compares to

normal children is useful btrt it is not, sufficient information.

Adelson and Freiberg (1974) in their study of motor d.evelopment.

of blind babies poin'l-. out Lhe need, for several kinds of data on

chiLdren 'rsith developmental peculiarities. In order to charac-

terize the effects of blindness on mobility they compared blind
and normal babies on motor items from standard, infant scales; in
order to demonstrate the effects of their intervention programs

they had to compare the motor skil-ls of infants in their prograrn

with those of a larger sample clf blind. babies who had. not re-
ceived. si.milar intervention

The greatest limitation of developmental scales as a sensi-

tive tracking slrstem for multihandicaPped infants relates to the

size of the steps between skiLls which are geared to the pace of
beha.rioral emergence in the rapidly developing normal child.
These scales include only a lrmiteC number of developmental
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pinpoints in the major areas of head and postural controlr Ino-

bility and development of reach and grasp. For exampler on the

Bayley tlotor Scale there are only four iterns measurj-nE postural

control prior to the competance leve1 of maintaining the head

erect and steady; there is only one item before the ski11 of

reaching for and gr;asping a cube on a surface before.him.

There is a gror.ring recognition of the need for qreater pre-

cision and quantification of motor development among children

whose development is deviant. One expression of this is the ap-

pearance of a ntunber of fine grained check lists breaking motor

skills into smaller steps appropriate to the multihandicapped.

Reimers (L972) constructed a hierarchical list allowing assignment

of a nurF"erical figure to the ambulation skills of cerebral palsied

children based on the amount of support the child required.

Wright and Nicholson (L973) present a scale i'cr assessing effects
of physical therapy with young spastic children. On their scale

the examiner rates the chil-d's performance on a scale of zero to

three, four, fiver or six, depending on the itemr on a series of
activities related to head control, ro11ing, sitting, and walking.

Grant, Boelsche and ZLn (1973) refined the measurement of two

early motor skills (finger to thumb apposition and rapid alter-
nating supination and pronation of the forearms .nC hand.s) and

set up performance norms at the lower age levels.

The work of Kopp and associates at UCLA represents one of
the major nationaL efforts to carry out fine grained analyses of
the components of the major classes of behavior. They are study-
ing the longitudinal development of normal infants including the
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differential rates of acquisitiorr of behaviors (Kopp, Sigman,

& ParmeLee, L974) and the ana}ysis of reach and grasp patterns
among eight month old j-nf ants (Kopp , L97 4) .

Cohen, Gross & Haring (1975) recognized that teachers of
r-he multihandicapped needed infornation about behavioral de..ie1op-

ment sequenjes and that any single developmental scale did. not
proviCe either sufficient beharriors following a single ski11 or
behaviors stated in terrns relevant to the classroom. As a re-
sponse to this need they have prepared a curriculum, the Derrelop-

mental Pinpoi-nts, which is a compilation of sequenced skills
adapted from over a dozen child development scales. The value
of their lists is that they have many more pinpoints than any

single scale, and by sandvriching all items related. to a single
skil1 they have a large number of sequenced. behavi.ors. The Li-
mitation of this curriculum is that the sequ€nces are made up of
l-andmark behaviors that observers of normal chrld.ren fel_t wel:e

useful for trackinE normal development; they do not represent
observations of children with impaj.rments to determine which pin_
points are most relevant to their rehabilitation and most sensi_
ti've to their development.

Infant training programs themselves have been a source sf
sequential check lists of rnotor behavior. One example is the
Portage Project, a home teaching prograrn for preschool children
witlr any degree cf disability (Shearerr et dl., i'g74). The

prograrn's initial assessment of the child is provid.ed by a check

list coverrng several areas inciuCing motor. The child,,s status
with respect to these serial items provides Lhe starting point
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fox the training Progran. The motor section of the list incluies

{5 items cf which 21 relate to the broad classes of postural coa-

trol and development of reach and grasp. For example, there are

nine items related to various skill leveis in achieving head con-

trol. Another example of a sma1l step check list is the Beha-

viora'l Development Profile of the Marshalltown Projeqt (Keis-1er,

et al., 1971). This instrument is designed to monitor behavior

in communication, social and notor areas " Each of the items

which are grouped into one month age categories for the firsL

year refer to "incremental" behavioral objectives. The items

are based on general information on patterns of normal child

development.

Sequential check lists of motor development pinpoints repre-

sent the starting point from which to develop a tracking system

for the multihandicap''ped infant; they provide suggestions for the

small behavioral steps that are necessary. As a monitoring sys-

tem. however, ttrey ar:e not sufficient in themselves, since they

hrere designed to provide a cross sectional baseline of the child's

level of attainment pri-or to intervention, and to suggest a star-

ting point for treatment" Also, check list comparisons do not

provide information about rate of acquisition and how the eiiler-

gence of one ski-lI is inf luencecl. by iacquisition ( F- other behaviors -

Devel ntofa uantitative assessment strate Accura*Le

assessment of intervention with multihandicapped infants requires

an evaluation technology which is qr.rantitati.ve in nature, and wi:ic::

allovrs longitudinal study of systematic changes in a single chird,

comparison of development of several behaviors in one chi1d, and
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comparisons across children, both normal and handicapped. Most

data on infar:t motor development was compiled for different

Purposes.

The major efforts to study emerging motor behavior occurred.

in the first half of this century- The prj-mary strategy was Lc

observe large numbers of children to obtain normative information
about aEe-related behavicrs with the ain of constructing develop-

mental test it€fis. Since motor behaviors aL1 share two features -
universal appearance in all normaL infants and an increased. pro-
bability of cccurrence as a function of. age, the data obtaineC

was expressed in group fashion and. no attention was given to the
quantitative assessment of the course of de'reloprnent in an indi-
vidual child (Bay1ey, i935; Halvorson, 1933; McGraw , L941). Shir-
ley (1931) mad.e some preliminary attenpts to directly and quant.i-
tatively measure emerEing moto.r beiravior, using duration measures

for sitting and nunrber of steps to quantify the development of
walking

Shapiro {\962) , studying t,he development of walking in one

child,, used the average daily frequency of consecutive steps be-

fore falLing as his measure. ilis data demonstrated a non-linear
exponential moCe cf development of this skill and a periodicit,y
or four d.ay cycle effect in growth. : Although his findings pro-
vided new infornation about the course of a systematicalll, chan-
ging behavior, his measurement tactic was evidently never fo1lo,sed

uP.

Seth (1973) made a recent effort to develop an ,,ana1-ytic/

quantitative" approach to behavior d.evelopnient. His strategy
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was not to develop norms for infant behavior but to quantify some

of the prominent features of visual-motor performance in order

to define trends in development. Using filmed records of nine

infants he charted frt:quency over weeks and median percent of

total weekLy observation time during which a child engaged in

the behavior being studied. Iie obtained quantitative measures

of several conrponents of visual-moior skills such as duration

of gaze at an object, frequency of gaze shifts, of reaching

toward an object, and of gaze and. reach directed toward sane

object. This approach was valuable in studying the developing

organization of behavi.or and allowed him to see trends, not ap-

parent by previous methods, in concentration of attention and.

its relation to movement. His data reveal some relations between

eye-hand activity and nature of the object presented nct before

noted. i{is measure also details changes over time in hanCedness.

Although his data is presented as grouped Cata for nine children

his technology, including fine grained analysis of indi.vi-dual be-

haviors and direct measures over time of frequency and Curation

would be useful for studying the systematic changes in other

emerging ski11s in ind.ividual cirild.ren.

Significant tof t'he quantification of motor development is
the preliminary work in measurement.. of infant motor, social and

language behaviors of the Eclwardst. They demonstrate that direct

and daily recording of the frequency of such behaviors as sits,

supported and free steps, and creeps provided. precise quantified

measures sensi.tive to systematic developmental changes in beha-

vior allowing r^rithin and across child comparisons (Edwards &
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Edwards, L969 ai Edwards & Edwards, 19?0). They also directly

measured behavior frequencies of normal and handicapped children

for a variety of postural and mobility skilIs. They validated

the sensitivity of <lirectly recorded. frequency to (a) individual

differences in behaviors within and across children, (b) differ-

ential rates of change in development, (c) effects of i3-1ness,

(d) ef f,ects of prosthetic devices, and (e) d,if ferences between

normal and birth defect children in motor d.evel-opment (Edr+ards

& Edwards, 1969 b).

Cairns and. colleagues have conducted a series of research

projects on the quantitative changes over time'in vocal behavior

of normaL and at-risk infants recorded in terms of behavior fre-

quencies (Cairns, Weaver, & Wehr, L974; Cairns & Karchmer, 1975).

Their rnethod.ology and preliminary findings are relevant to the

study of infant motor behavior.

First, they confirmed. that grouped data, which is the form

in which much developmental information is presented, does not

allow for the extract.ion of developmenLal trends for individual

children, which is necessary for rapid feedback about interven-

tion with deviant infants. Second,, they found that a direct

quantitative technology of observation provides irighly reliable

data, which can be collected inexpensively by parents. Third,,

that quantitatj.ve tracking of infant vocal L:ehar,ricr deveiopment

expressed. in frequency data allows the visualization of differ-
ential devel-opmental patterns and in ttre sample studied so far,

suggests that deviant patterns related, to sensory and environ:'nen-

tal deficits can be identified and tracked early.
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Koenig Og72) Presents a strategically oriented discussion

of the value of beltavior frequencies as a measurement technology

for human behavior, specifically for developing behavior' some

of the positive features of frequency include (a) improvements

in behavior independent of their absolute frequencies can be

visualized, which is necessary when studying children whose ac-

tual movenrent potentiais are extremely d'iverse, and (b) the

charts of behavior frequencies may be projected re1-iab1y to aI-

low for predictj.on of future frequencies which, when compared

to obtained frequencies will provide indications of treatment

effects.

lication of Direct Behavioral Measurement to
Mu t an capped In ants

In our own project of intervention r+ith multihand'icapped

infants we have been measuring a variety of developmental pin-

points over a two year period. This project was undertaken to

define developmental pinpoints which rneet certain criteria,

(a) that they be fine grained enough to be sensitive to the slow

development of multihandicapped children, (b) that. they relate

clinically and programmatically to the child's treatment and

(c) that these pinpoints be easily and. reliably observed and re-

corded in the treatment sessions and.at home by parents. A

second goal of the project has been to determine t.e differential

sensit,ivity of various dimensions of direct measurement of emer-

ging behavior such as the best observation time base for each

behavior or eacli chi1d, the optimal number cf observations per

session, the informational value of daily versus weekly charting,
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and the merits of duration versus frequency.

To date the developnent of seven infants and young children

has been.charted. The procedure has allowed the identification

of some target behaviors that are usably defined, easily and

reliably observed without expensive equipment, and some measures

of these bLnaviors that are funclional for assessing prograrn

ef fects. The developmentai go;ils of the intervention progralns

for these children almost aLr+ays encompass posturaL control,

body mobility and functional hand" use; thus, the major effort
in the deveLopment of pinpoints for tracking multj-hanclicapped

infants has focused on these three skil-l areas. Some useful

behavioral components of these skilLs have been id.entified.

Although there is a developmental progression in each child.,s

growth in each skill, the ind.ivid,ual components d.o not emerge

or need to be develc.ped in a single-track, strictly hierarchical
arrangement that is identical across child.ren; each handicappeC

childts idioslzncratic pattern of reflex development may affect
the sequence.

The home and school based. records of behavior development

provide useful information aiong several d.i-rnensions. They faci-
litated the development and, refinernent cf treatment curricula
individually tailored to each child: An ei.ght step sequenee of
components in the acquisition of functional hand use has been

worked. out (Whitney, 1976). The nrost sensitj-ve measure of an

ind,ividual childts progress through this sequence has been a

record ,of the frequency :rith which a child emits the component

behavior during a specified time period, (generally five or ten
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minutes). By afso recording the nurnber of times he is presented

vrith an object the record shows both rate of occurrence of the

target behavior and the ratio of success and failure.

The records have allowed the developntent of very sensitive

measures of change in thre children, something that was not pre-

viously available with existing measurement techniqu9s. Changes

in head control are easily noted; this is an easy target to d.e-

fine and for parents to observe and record. reliably. The move-

ment begins when the chin leaves the floor and end.s when the

chin returns to the floor. Edwards and Ed.ward.s (1959 a) indicate

that the frequency of episodes of bei:avior reiated to postural

control is sensitive to the development and decay of behaviors.

The data on the course of development of head control in normal

childrei-r confirm the sensitivity of frequency as a measure. How-

ever, the data from i.he multihandicapped children who change so

slowly suggest thaL duration is a more sensitive measure of change

in head. control for that population and specifically that the

duration of the longes;t of five consecutive head lifts measured

daily reflects their change with more sensitivity. What seems

to be happening is that the chiLd each day or so can hold his

head up a bit longer, but this does not maii:tain for each time

he lifLs his head. The dat.a suggest, further, that for this

population daily recording of this behavior may Le no more use-

ful- than three times per week"

Another value of the continuously monitored beiravioral de-

veLopment is that the rercords pro',ride information allowing thera-
pists to rather quickly assess the effectiveness of the gross
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motor treatmenL Prograrns designed to meet specific deficits in

the individual children. Changes in weekly frequency of oc-

currence revealed when a child had. reached a functi-ona1 1eve1

in a skiIl, when a treatment procedure was losing effectiveness,

and when a child had moved to a new stage of integration of

skiIls. Whitney (1976) presents several case examples demon-

strating these patterns.

The records of behavior development are also sensitive to

changes in the multihandicapped child.'s current health status.

The extrernely slow recovery of behavior frequencies following

illness contrasts markedly with normal childrenst findings. In

some cases, following a prolongeC infectious illness, a mu1.ti-

handicapped chiLd never would return to pre ilLness Ieve1s. This

finding points out another significant complicating and debili*

tating feature of the problems of the multihand,icapped child.

Continuously monitored behavioral development expressed as

frequency of occurrence of targeted ski11s provides a very pro-

mising basis for therapeutic decision making in the early inter-

vention with multihandicapped children. It is thus a tactic as

weLl for demonstratinE program effectiveness, and, therefore, has

value in meeting the requirements of progra:n accountability.
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